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abstract 

In the Auto-Oil Programme, the European Commission looks for emission limits for
cars such that the urban air quality targets are reached at minimum cost. This is a
complex exercise because of two difficulties. The first is the presence of economies of
scale in car manufacturing so that emission limits can not be differentiated regionally
so that additional local measures can be interesting to reach the air quality limits. The
second difficulty is the presence of transfrontier pollution. Part of the pollution
originating in one region ends up damaging other regions in Europe. Selecting
emission standards for cars is therefore a complex exercise in which local transport
and other measures are traded off against European wide measures on car emission
abatement and fuel quality.
 
This optimisation problem was solved by Degraeve et al. (1998). They combined cost
information and information from air quality models into a cost minimisation
framework. It was found that a balanced combination of traditional car emission
regulation measures and locally diversified transport measures can achieve the
objectives at much lower overall cost. This first exercise has been the basis for the
European emission regulations for new cars from 2005 onwards. At present a new
more complete cost-effectiveness exercise is underway (called Auto-Oil II). In this
paper we discuss some of the methodological difficulties encountered in this exercise.

We study first what is known as the overachievement problem in cost-effectiveness
analysis. In a pure cost-efficiency approach, there is a tendency to understate the
merits of federal regulatory measures: because these measures are uniform they will
always do more than required in some regions. We prove this and show how this
problem can be solved using minimum information on the benefits of environmental
improvements. The second problem we study is the implementation problem of local
measures. From a European wide perspective, it may be cost-efficient that some
regions take local measures but this is not necessary in the interest of these regions.
This element needs to be integrated in the cost-effectiveness methodology and affects
the choice of the optimal bundle.
We show how these two considerations affect the selection of optimal emission
standards for cars.
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1. Introduction
The transport sector has been up to now the most important source of emission for
conventional pollutants (CO, VOC, NO2, PM) in urban areas. It is not only the most
important source of emissions in quantity terms but also the most damaging source
per unit of emission because of the high concentrations of emissions at low height and
the high population density at the places of emissions. It is accepted that 1 ton of
emissions emitted at ground level could be 5 to 10 times more damaging than 1 ton
emitted at higher height by central heating, industry or power stations. Therefore
transport emissions have much more local health effects than the emissions of other
sectors.
Achieving an acceptable air quality in urban areas is one of the priorities of the
European environmental policy. The EU has up to now relied mainly on emission
standards for cars and trucks and on emission standards for other sources to achieve
this objective. In this paper we will analyse more in detail the emission by the
transport sector.
The first directives of the Commission implementing the catalytic converter standards
in 1991 and 1994 (91/441/EEC and 94/12/EC) were criticised heavily by industry.
The complaint was that neither the benefits nor the costs of the standards had been
assessed. The Auto-Oil Programme (abbreviated as AOP), an assessment exercise of
the Commission in collaboration with the automobile industry and the oil industry,
has innovated in terms of assessment methodology. In the AOP-I Programme (1992-
1996), an explicit cost-effectiveness approach has been followed. The basic premise
was that emission standards on new cars as well as new fuel qualifications are only
justified if they are the cheapest way to reach urban air quality targets in EU regions.
The complexity of the relation between emission reductions and urban air quality was
taken into account via atmospheric air pollution models and there was an effort to
make car emission standards compete against other policy instruments as there are
fuel qualifications, gasoline taxes etc.. The European Parliament did not follow the
recommendations of the AOP-I but opted for more stringent car emission and fuel
standards. One of the reasons might have been the unbalanced composition of the
AOP-I group where the regulated industry might was overrepresented.  
The second AOP-II study that started in 1997 takes into account a wider range of
policy measures and relies on improved models and data. CO2 emissions are in
principle not an issue in the Auto-Oil Programme.

In the Auto-Oil Programme, the European Commission looks for emission limits for
cars such that the urban air quality targets are reached at minimum cost. This is a
complex exercise because of two difficulties. The first is the presence of economies of
scale in car manufacturing so that emission limits can not be differentiated regionally
so that additional local measures can be interesting to reach the air quality limits. The
second difficulty is the presence of transfrontier pollution. Part of the pollution
originating in one region ends up damaging other regions in Europe. Selecting
emission standards for cars is therefore a complex exercise in which local transport
and other measures are traded off against European wide measures on car emission
abatement and fuel quality.
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This optimisation problem was solved by Degraeve et al. (1998). They combined
information on the cost of different measures and information from air quality models
into a cost minimisation framework. It was found that a balanced combination of
traditional car emission regulation measures and locally diversified transport measures
can achieve the objectives at much lower overall cost. This first exercise has been the
basis for the European emission regulations for new cars from 2005 onwards. At
present a new more complete cost-effectiveness exercise is underway (called AOP-II). 

In this paper we discuss some of the methodological difficulties encountered in this
exercise and show how the choice of methodology affects the results. 

We study first what is known as the overachievement problem in cost-effectiveness
analysis. In a pure cost-efficiency approach, there is a tendency to understate the
merits of federal regulatory measures: because these measures are uniform they will
always do more than required in some regions. We prove this and show how this
problem can be solved using minimum information on the benefits of environmental
improvements. In fact this problem is a variant of the problem solved by Oates et al.
(1989). The second problem we study is the implementation problem of local
measures. From a European wide perspective, it may be cost-efficient that some
regions take local measures but this is not necessary in the interest of these regions.
This element needs to be integrated in the cost-effectiveness methodology and affects
the choice of the optimal bundle. We show how these two considerations affect the
selection of optimal emission standards for cars

Section 2 presents the current AOP-II cost-efficiency methodology. Section 3
discusses the overachievement problem. Section 4 treats the implementation problem
of local measures. The last section illustrates both problems numerically. The data,
optimisation procedure and effects on the selection of the policy bundle are briefly
explained. We conclude with some caveats. 

2. The current cost-effectiveness methodology
In the Auto-Oil Programme of the European Commission, the objective of the analysis
is to select emission standards for cars and fuel quality regulations such that in all
urban areas, the ambient air quality targets (CO, Benzene, NO2, PM10, Ozone) are
met at the lowest cost. Therefore the cost and efficiency of emission standards have to
be compared with measures on fuel quality, inspection and maintenance programs,
transport demand measures, fiscal measures and emission reduction in non-transport
sectors. This is done simultaneously for the period 2000-2020 and for all pollutants
considered.

This is a very ambitious goal. The approach followed can best be understood using
Figure 1. One can imagine different types of measures to improve the urban air
quality. We concentrate first on transport measures. Different categories of measures
are illustrated at the bottom of Figure 1. They include vehicle emission standards, fuel
quality standards, inspection and maintenance measures, transport demand
management and economic instruments (including taxes etc.).
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The methodology is summarised in Figure 1. The different types of measures that can
affect air pollutant emissions are studied in several technical committees. The
potentially effective measures are fed into a transport model (one for each urban area
and country considered) in order to determine its overall effect on emissions and its
welfare cost. This is necessary because the welfare cost and emission reduction effect
of fiscal and transport demand measures requires working through its effects on all
transport markets. The model used for this computation is the TREMOVE model
(DRI-KULeuven, 1999). The output of this step is a list of measures with, for each
area studied, the net emission reduction effect for that area and the welfare cost of the
emission reduction. 
The gross welfare cost of each policy measure consists of three elements: the change
in consumer surplus on the transport markets expressed in generalised cost terms1, the
change in producer surplus plus the change in tax revenue valued at the marginal cost
of public funds. A broad welfare concept was needed in order to assess on the same
basis the variety of policy measures to be considered. The welfare concept is gross
because it does not include the air pollution benefits.   

The next step is the selection of the least-cost mix of measures to achieve the target
ambient air quality in the different urban areas in Europe. This is done via an
optimisation model (LEUVEN II, Degraeve et al.(1998)) that combines information
on emission reduction and costs for each potential policy in the transport sector and in
other sectors with air quality modelling relations that translate emission reductions in
each area into changes in ambient air quality in all urban areas. This problem is solved
simultaneously for all selected urban areas, all pollutants and for the whole period
2000-2020.

The mathematical model used is set out in detail in appendix 1. The complexity of this
model is fairly high, three factors are responsible for this. First, there is the interaction
between different policy measures (the total effect of one measure can be smaller than
the sum of two measures). Next, there is the large number of combinations of
measures that can be used. The different measures are considered as discrete steps so
that the model is an integer optimization problem. Finally there is the interaction
between the different urban problems due to the transboundary effects of ozone and
the uniformity constraint for the global measures.

In the next section, we will discuss different problems and explain how they are
solved in the model. Afterwards, we apply the model to real-life data.

                                                
1 The generalised cost of a trip or a kilometre on a transport market equals the sum of the resource cost,
the time cost and the taxes paid. This price concept allows to take into account the behvioural response
to changes in congestion levels via changes in the time costs.
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Figure 1 Structure of the Auto-Oil II cost effectiveness analysis 

3. The overachievement problem
In a cost-effectiveness analysis such as AOP-II, overachievements of targets cannot be
neglected. Apart from the benefits of a cleaner environment, neglecting may also lead
to solutions that are biased against the use of global measures. We will now first
develop a simple example to illustrate the type of problem that has to be solved. In
order to demonstrate the important issues more clearly, we will use a continuous case.
Afterwards, we will explain how the overachievement problem has been treated in the
context of the discrete LEUVEN II-optimization model.

Consider 2 regions (A and B) and 2 types of measures (x and y). The intensity at
which both types of measures are introduced in region A is denoted by xA and yA,
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while xB and yB represent the intensities in region B. The cost of introducing a
measure x with intensity xA in region A is given by a cost function CA(xA). CA(xA,yA)
gives the cost of introducing measures x and y in region A. For region B, a similar
notation will be used. Ambient air quality objectives are expressed as reductions in
concentration compared to a given baseline and are denoted by QA and QB for regions
A and B respectively. The diffusion of pollutants is formulated via constant
coefficients tAB relating the emissions in A to the reduction in ambient concentration
in B.
The cost minimisation problem to be solved is then:
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The Auto-Oil methodology carefully avoids the use of monetary damage estimates to
compute optimal emission reductions. It is well known that air pollution damage
estimates can not be determined with precision (for an illustration see the discussion
between Krupnick et al.(1991) and Hall et al.(1992) or the ranges in the Extern-E
results (Bickel et al.1997). This explains why in policy discussions like Auto-Oil one
prefers cost-effectiveness studies that use an absolute ambient air quality target. 

In problems with many pollutants and policy instruments that are common to several
regions, there will often be overachievement for some pollutants and some regions.
Some of the stakeholders in the public debate have pointed to the possible bias against
the use of uniform European instruments when overachievement is present. The idea
is that European wide emission standards for cars and oil quality standards tend to
generate overachievement due to their lack of flexibility. Not attributing any value to
this overachievement leads to a bias against uniform measures.
In a pure cost-effectiveness analysis overachievement receives no benefit at all and
this is not very logical. Giving a small benefit to overachievement might change the
optimal mix of policy measures. We consider a simplified example to discuss this
issue. We assume that there is no transboundary pollution and that cost functions are
strictly convex and continuous. There are three types of policy measures: local
measures for each of the regions A and B: xA and xB and a uniform or global measure
y that affects both regions. By global measure we mean that this measure has to be
introduced in both regions at the same intensity. Measures of type y are typically
regulatory emission standards of which the automobile industry bears part of the
burden. The cost-effectiveness problem (1) can then be rewritten as:
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The first order conditions for this problem are:
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If at the optimal solution 0�

BA
xy,,x  then there is no overachievement because if

there was an overachievement, one could always decrease total costs by reducing the
local measure intensity and this contradicts the optimality of 0�

BA
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other hand, if at the optimal solution 00 ��
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is possible in B. 

We will now show that overachievement and its treatment can have important impacts
on the selection of the least cost bundle. This type of problems is present in many
cost-effectiveness analysis. Oates et al. (1989) examined the relative efficiency of
standards and tradable permits for a cost-effectiveness problem in which certain air
quality targets had to be met. They found that standards tend to give rise to more
overachievement. When this overachievement is not valued, one will overestimate the
advantage of tradable permits.
What impact can be expected from valuing overachievement? If we give credits sA and
sB to overachievement of the ambient air quality objectives in region A and B, we
obtain new first order conditions for our previous optimisation problem:
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Assume you start with sA, sB = 0 and xA, y > 0 and overachievement in region B. In
this case; increasing sA and sB is likely to improve the ranking of measures y and xB

and could lead to more overachievement. To see this, check what happens when sA or
sB are increased. With sA > 0 nothing changes as long as sA is smaller than the
marginal cost �A > 0 of achieving the air quality target in A, however with a small
increase in sB, the optimal use of measure xB is not affected but the use of measure y
is increased as:
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We see that the ranking between European regulation and local measures is twisted
again more to uniform regulation. Consequently introducing benefit measures for
pollution reduction matters for the selection of instruments.

Of course we could also discuss the problem of underachievement. Reaching the
target air quality in regions like Athens might be impossible in the short term. It is
important to foresee this possibility by using a maximum estimate to value the
underachievement.
Combining benefits and fines would bring us closely to the stepwise incentive
function advocated by Roberts and Spence (1976) to solve the regulation problem
with imperfect knowledge about abatement costs.

The optimization problem that is presented in the appendix allows for over- and
underachievement of the air quality targets and takes both possibilities into account
when determining the best policy mix for the different regions. In the objective
function (8.5.1), the second and the third sum give the total benefit for
overachievement. This is the amount by which the targets for the different (local and
regional) pollutants are exceeded in the different regions multiplied by the credit that
is given to such an averachievement. The amounts are determined in the constraints
(8.5.2) and (8.5.3) and are given by sroij. The sign of these benefits in the objective
function is of course negative since a benefit is a negative cost. The fines for
underachievement are represented by the the last two sums in the objective function
(8.5.1). The interpretation is very similar to the one of the overachievements, except
for the signs since an underachievement is treated as an extra cost.

4. The implementation problem of local measures
In this section, we will discuss a second problem-type that can be encountered in an
analysis such as the Auto-Oil Programme.. In the selection of the optimal mix, one
compares local and European measures using the same welfare cost concept. However
ultimately, the optimal mix of measures has to be implemented and this can give rise
to some problems as the local policy maker may have a different objective function
than the European decision-maker. The optimization model selects the optimal policy
mix from a European-wide point of view, but if the European policy maker cannot
enforce the regions to implement this strategy, and more specifically the local
measures, it is possible that these regions have an incentive to deviate from this
optimal mix. We will again illustrate this problem by means of a simple example and
afterwards, we will discuss how it is tackled in the LEUVEN II-model.
Let us return to our model (2) in the previous section. Here, it was assumed that there
was no transboundary pollution. If we introduce this type of pollution pollution, we
can rewrite the model to obtain the optimal mix of uniform measures y and local
measures x in the following way:
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The first order conditions of this problem are:
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Let y,x,x
BA

 denote the optimal solution. This type of solution has been used in the
Auto-Oil decision process. The problem is that the local measures (x) will be decided
upon by local governments that use a different objective function. To see this consider
the problem solved by the local government A: to choose xA for given y  and given

BB
x�x  and where BENA represents the benefits of emission reduction in region A:
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The interior optimum of this is given by:
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when one central government decides on the local measures too.
Assume that MBA and MBB are constant. We see that the local government will not
implement sufficient local measures because it does not have the incentives to do so.
The optimal mix selected with this methodology is only optimal in as far as the
European policy maker can indeed correct the local government behaviour. If this is
not so, it might be better to rely less on local measures and use more central measures.

In the optimization model, we solved the implementation problem in a different way.
It is quite impossible to fully model the two tier problem of the European government,
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so we try to mimic the problem by imposing that a certain percentage of the air quality
targets has to be reached by global measures. These constraints can be found in
constraints (8.5.6) and (8.5.7) in the appendix. The intuition for these extra constraints
is that we have argued above that if the implementation problem of local measures
exists, it might be optimal to select more global measures.

5. How important is the choice of cost-efficiency methodology – a
numerical evaluation 

5.1 Scope

The choice of methodology is numerically illustrated for the Auto-Oil I problem, since
there were no sufficient data available from AOP II. In AOP-I, seven European
regions (Athens, Köln, Den Haag, London, Lyon, Madrid, and Milano) and four
pollutants were incorporated in the analysis, which concerns one representative year
(2010). Remark that we have one transboundary pollutant (Ozone) and three local
pollutants. The goal of the model is then to determine which measure should be
introduced in each region to obtain the required air quality objectives at least cost. In
order to provide as much flexibility as possible, the model can choose between a wide
variety of measures in the transport sector. Also the non-transport sector (e.g. industry
or combustion) has been included, such that the model can freely determine the
contribution of each sector.

5.2 Data

From the mathematical model in the appendix, the data requirements can be
determined. First, data on the cost of introducing a measure in a region is needed.
Also, the environmental effectiveness of that measure in a region on a pollutant has to
be specified. Furthermore, the model demands the required air quality targets and data
on emission concentration relationships. Finally, benefits for overachievement and
fines for underachievement have to be quantified. 

The costs of introducing sets of measures in a region2 are based on a welfare cost
concept that not only comprises technical costs such as the costs of fitting anti-
pollution equipment to vehicles, but also the costs to consumers of behavioral
adjustments induced by policy measures, e.g. reductions in mobility. Hence, these
costs can be interpreted as total costs to society. The cost of bundle (see appendix for
a definition of the different concepts) is simply the sum of the costs of all sets of
control measures in that bundle.

                                                
2 The objectives and costs of policy measures in a region are assumed to be representative of the countries in
which the region is situated. This means, for example, that the total costs of a fuel measure introduced in the Köln
region consists of the per vehicle cost (annual mileage times cost per liter) multiplied by the size of the entire
German vehicle fleet. Implicitly, therefore, the analysis covers the following countries: Greece, Germany, The
Netherlands, United Kingdom, France, Spain and Italy. Clearly, this procedure assumes a significant degree of
averaging within countries. Several consequences arise from this assumption. First, although there is no guarantee
that the air quality objectives for a pollutant are reached everywhere in a particular country, it nevertheless seems
reasonable to assume that large parts of the country satisfy the standard since, the objectives have been formulated
for regions, where, air quality problems are relatively severe. Secondly, to the extent that local measures can only
be introduced in those parts of a country where they are really necessary, their “true” costs are likely to be
overestimated because they would only have to be introduced in non-attainment areas.
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The effectiveness of a set of control measures is defined in terms of emission
reductions. In this paper, we use a specific formula to compute the effectiveness of a
bundle, the LEUVEN II-model uses a more general and flexible way, based on a tree-
structure. We refer to the appendix for more details.
Also air quality targets need to be specified, i.e. the percentage reductions in urban
emissions as well as in ozone concentrations that are required to bring down air
pollution to acceptable levels. Both in the USA and in the EU the basic approach to
air quality problems consists of requiring the attainment of uniform air quality
standards. Obviously, the first step is the definition of these standards. In the EU air
quality standards are based on World Health Organization guidelines and are set at
uniform levels across the EU for concentrations of pollutants at different places during
different time intervals.. These levels are generally thresholds above which health
risks become serious or significant damage to vegetation and agriculture occurs.
Although air quality is expressed in terms of concentrations, policies can only affect
emissions and this implies that relations between emissions and concentrations will
have to be incorporated in the analysis. With the exception of ozone these relations
are linear, e.g. a 1% reduction in NOx emissions, brings down NOx concentrations by
1%. For ozone, these relations are highly nonlinear, but - over certain ranges - they
can be approximated by linear functions which link reductions in regional VOC and
NOx emissions in region i to changes in ozone levels in region j. This, in turn, is
summarized in two so-called “blame” matrices (one for regional NOx and one for
regional VOC) the coefficients of which give the percentage reduction in ozone levels
in a particular region due to a 1% reduction in emissions of the corresponding
precursor in another region.
Based on the relations above, expected economic growth as well as measures already
scheduled in a variety of sectors, a forecast has been made in the context of the
Auto/Oil Programme of “baseline” emissions and air quality levels for the year 2010
in seven representative European regions (European Commission 1996). A
comparison of those levels with the air quality standards gives a set of required
reductions in emissions.
The approach taken for ozone is, however, different. The ozone reduction objectives
represent percentage reductions in forecast ozone AOT90 (Accumulative exposure
Over a Threshold) figures. AOT90 is defined as the sum of hourly ozone
concentrations exceeding 90 parts per million during the months May, June and July.
The AOT90 values are calculated for the year 2010 with the EMEP MSC-W model of
the Swedish Environmental Research Institute (Simpson 1991, update 1995). The
reduction target imposed for AOT90 in our analysis, results from keeping excess
ozone levels below 5 ppb. Our ozone target can be interpreted as a required reduction
in peak ozone concentrations that occur because of man made emissions from
transportation and nontransport sources.
Finally, benefits of overachieving certain targets are considered as well. These
benefits are defined as the ‘reward’ for a certain region of overachieving its targets for
a certain pollutant. An example of such benefits can be found in a benefit study by
IVM et al. (1997). In our paper, we will illustrate the importance of correctly
computing these benefits by varying the level.

As said before, a wide variety of control measures is included. In the appendix it is
explained that these control measures are put together in sets, which contains zero,
one or more control measures. These sets are then classified in categories. In table 1,
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an overview is given of the categories and the sets of control measures that are
included in the simulations. A broad range of categories is taken into account, as well
in the Transport sector as in the Non-Transport sector (Non Transp). Since the focus
of AOP-I was on the transport sector, this sector has been split up further. The first
subdivision, Technical Standards is broken down in diesel cars (TED) and gasoline
cars (TEG). Furthermore, we consider different fuel standards (FUELS) and
inspection and maintenance schemes (IM). Also non-technical control measures are
included. More specifically, we look at public transport subsidies (PUB), scrappage
schemes (SCR) and structured circulation taxes (SM). The sets in the two categories
of Technical Standards (TED and TEG) only contain global control measures and are
indicated in bold in the table. All control measures in the other categories are assumed
to be local.

Transport
Technical
Standards

Non Technical

TED TEG

FUELS IM

PUB SM SCR

Non
Transp

TED00 TEG00 F00 IM00 PUB00 SM00 SCR00 NT00
TED01 TEG01 F04 IM01 PUB01 SM03 SCR01 NT01
TED03 TEG03 F05 IM02 PUB02 SM05 SCR02 NT02
TED04 TEG04 F06 NT04
TED06 TEG06 F08 NT06
TED07 TEG07 F09 NT08
TED08 TEG08 F10 NT10
TED09 TEG10 F14
TED10 TEG11
TED12 TEG12
TED13 TEG14
TED14 TEG15
TED16
TED17

Table 1: Categories and sets of control measures

5.3 Results

In table (A1) in the appendix, the results for different optimization runs of the model
can be found. From the third column onwards, each column gives the results of a
different run. Within each column, we first present a general overview of the results of
that scenario. Here, one can find the gross costs, this is the total EU-wide cost of
introducing the control measures net of benefits or fines. Also the total benefits and
fines and the total net costs, defined as the gross cost minus the benefits are given. In
the lower columns we report results for each of the 7 regions: the costs, the
composition of the bundle chosen, and the environmental effectiveness of that bundle
are specified.

The first scenario in the table is called the base case because we will compare all
other scenarios with this one. In the base case, we follow the standard AOP2
methodology, the benefits for overachievement are equal to zero for each pollutant,
while the fines for underachievement are infinity in all cases. From table (A1) follows
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that the EU-wide costs for implementing the control measures necessary for attaining
the required targets in the different regions are equal to 4629.143 million Euro. In the
remainder of the column, further details about the specific choice for each region can
be found. The results should be interpreted as follows. For the region of Athens, the
gross cost of the bundle introduced in that region is 251.19 million Euro. In the next
part, the composition of the bundle selected is given. We can see that from the
category FUELS, the set F04 is chosen and this set has a cost of 15.2 Million Euro.
The set IM03 was picked from IM which has a cost of 7.26 million Euro and so on. In
the third part, the achieved effectiveness for each pollutant is shown. Remark that for
Ozone, this is not only the effectiveness of the bundle selected by this region, but also
the sum of the effect that other regions have on the level of Ozone in this region. We
can see that in Athens an effectiveness of 60.72 was achieved for Ozone, 35.12 for
Regional NOx and so on. The results for the other six regions should be interpreted in
the same way as just explained. If we compare the achieved effectiveness in the
different regions with the required targets for each region which are presented in the
second column, we can detect the constraints that are binding. These are the Ozone-
constraint in Den Haag and the constraints for Urban NOx in Athens, Madrid and
Milano. Later on in the discussion, it will be quite often these urban air quality
constraints that drive the results obtained.

A first extension of the base case is to allocate benefits when a region overachieves
its required targets. We consider three cases: a benefit of first 20 and then 30 Euro per
percent overachievement of the target for Urban NOx and a benefit of 5 Euro per
percent overachievement of the targets for Urban NOx and Ozone. The results can be
found in table (A1) in the columns "Ben NOx Urb 20", "Ben NOx Urb 30" and "Ben
NOx Urb Ozone 5" respectively. It is trivial that the net total costs are smaller
compared with the base case. Remark however that the gross costs are higher in the
three cases. This is an indication that stronger control measures have been chosen (in
general, a more expensive control measure has also a greater effect). Secondly, in
most cases, the amount of overachievement of a target increases for the pollutant(s)
with a benefit, while for the pollutants without a benefit the picture is mixed.
Although it holds for most control measures that if they have more effect on one
pollutant, they also are more effective for the other ones, the selection of control
measures is apparently more aimed at the pollutants with a benefit. Thirdly, also the
composition of the bundles changes, as well for the part of local control measures as
for the part of global control measures. When we increase the benefit for Urban NOx
from 20 to 30 Euro, it is mainly the choice of the global control measures that
changes, the local control measures selected remain more or less the same. Finally,
remark that even a relative small benefit of 5 Euro has a quite large impact on the
bundles selected, this shows the importance of incorporating benefits for
overachievement in the analysis.

In contrast with the case of benefits, one can include fines for underachievement in
the analysis, hereby allowing a region not to satisfy completely all targets for the
different pollutants. In the columns "Fines NOx Urb Ozone 50" and "Fines NOx Urb
Ozone 100" of table (A1) we introduced a fine of 50 and 100 Euro respectively per
percent underachievement of the target for Urban NOx and Ozone. A first important
point is that the net costs are both smaller than in the base case. In case of a fine of 50
Euro, we find lower gross costs but a higher fine than when the fine is 100. This is
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intuitive since a lower fine gives a higher incentive for a region not to introduce a
(relatively) expensive control measure to reach a target, but to pay the (relatively
lower) fine instead. Furthermore, the overachievement decreases in almost all cases.
Also the composition of the bundles that are chosen by the regions change. When a
fine of 50 Euro is imposed, less strong global control measures are selected than in the
base case. Furthermore, we find an underachievement of a target in three cases: Ozone
in Den Haag and Urban NOx in Madrid and Milano. Recall that these were also cases
in which the constraint for the specific pollutant and region was binding in the base
case. With a fine of 100 Euro, only an underachievement is found for Ozone in Den
Haag, all other targets are satisfied. However, the cost (4286.927 million Euro) is
quite a bit lower than in the base case (4629.143 million Euro). The conclusion is that
when we allow for the possibility of underachievement of targets by means of fines,
we can achieve a cheaper solution. The reason for this is that when a region has huge
difficulties in reaching its targets, it might have to introduce strong control measures
and hence also strong global control measures. The other regions then have to
implement these global control measures as well. This means that the EU-cost is
increased. When we allow a region to undersatisfy (slightly) a target, it might be
possible that the overall solution changes only marginally in terms of achieved
effectiveness, but is less expensive. Of course, an important parameter is the level of
the fine. A fine of 200 Euro for Urban NOx and Ozone e.g. results again in the same
solution as in the base case. It is clear that also other types of fines, for instance non-
linear schemes could be examined as well.

In the last column we tackle the problem of the decentralization of local measures.
As has been explained before, we mimic the problem by imposing that a minimum of
the reduction efforts has to be realized via global control measures. In this way, we get
an idea of the consequences of this problem.  When we set this minimum effort at
10%, total costs increase significantly and of course more global control measures are
introduced into the optimal bundle.

6. Conclusion
In this paper we examined the cost-efficiency methodology to decide on new emission
standards for cars and fuel quality standards in Europe. We detected two important
problems that could lead to a bias against European wide measures: the
overachievement problem and the problem of decentralization of local measures. We
showed how the first problem can be solved by attributing benefits to
overachievement and the second problem can be handled by using explicitly the
behaviour of the local government as constraint in the problem.
We demonstrated numerically that both problems are important in the Auto-oil set up
and that a correct solution of the two problems can lead to important welfare gains.
There are many caveats in this analysis. One interesting extension is the
transformation of the constraint on global measures into a weaker constraint where the
weakening implies giving up part of the economies of scale of the global measure.
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8. Appendix 1: Formal description of the LEUVEN II model

8.1 Definitions

In this section, we present key definitions and discuss the conceptual modeling
framework. We define a control measure to be an instrument capable of reducing
emissions. Instruments can be combined to form sets of control measures. We classify
sets of control measures in a table such as table 1. So as a result, we consider 8
categories of control measures. For each of those, a finite list of sets of control
measures was developed. An example of such lists can be found in table 1. Each set of
control measures is characterized by its cost and its effectiveness, i.e. its emission
reduction potential, expressed in terms of the percentage reduction in economy-wide
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emissions forecast in 2010 if no additional policy action were taken. The use of the
discrete sets of control measures is not restrictive for our modeling purposes: the same
instrument such as a reduction in public transport fares but applied at a different
intensity, e.g. a 10% or a 40% reduction, is considered to be a different type of
measure.
A control measure is also classified according to its geographical scope. Global
control measures must be introduced simultaneously throughout the European Union.
They are indicated in bold in table 1. So in our analysis they are restricted to the
technical control measures. Of course, other categories can contain global control
measures as well. We assume that control measures from the remaining categories are
local. Local measures can be tailored to a specific regional situation and can hence be
introduced at various intensities throughout the EU. 
We specify the sets and parameters presented above by the following notation:

R : set of regions, index j,

P : set of pollutants, index p,

Plocal : set of local pollutants, index l,

M : set of all control measures,

C : set of categories of control measures,

Ct : set of control measures of category t, t = 1, 2, …, |C|, index it,

vi j
t
t

: cost of introducing set of control measures it in region j, t = 1, 2, …, |C|,

� it � Ct, � j � R,

ei jl
t
t

: effectiveness of set of control measures it for the abatement of pollutant l in

region j, t = 1, 2, …, |C|, � it � Ct, � j � R, � l � Plocal.

dpj : required abatement of pollutant l in region j as a percentage of emissions

level in 2010, � p � P, � j � C,

The problem for each region consists of selecting sets of control measures
from the 8 categories Ct, t = 1, 2, …, |C|, taking exactly one set from each category, to
form a bundle that would achieve the required emissions reduction at least cost. In
table 1, the empty set is also included as the first element (being x00) in each category
allowing for the possibility not to choose a set of control measures from the
corresponding category. We then introduce the following notation:

B : set of bundles, index b,
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Bi
t
t

: subset of bundles containing set of control measures it, t = 1, 2, � it � Ct.

zbj = 1, if bundle b will be introduced in region j, 0, otherwise, � b � B,

� j � R,

fbj : cost of bundle b in region j, � b � B, � j � R,

nebjl : net effectiveness of bundle b for the abatement of pollutant l in region j,

� b � B, � j � R, � l � Plocal,

The cost of the bundle is simply the sum of the cost of the sets of control measures
selected. Since the interaction effects with respect to costs are negligible, this additive
functional form is acceptable:

RjBbvf
C

t

t
jibj

t
������

�

,
1

The effectiveness of the bundle cannot likewise be computed as there potentially exist
interaction effects among some of the categories. This requires the effectiveness of
bundles to be partly endogenous. In some cases there are synergy effects implying that
the simultaneous introduction of two sets of control measures leads to an abatement of
emissions that is larger than the sum of the emissions reduction potential of the
individual sets. This will be the case when sets of control measures are
complementary. However, generally, the joint impact will be lower than the sum of
the two emissions reduction. Nevertheless, we have to properly take the cumulative
effectiveness of combining several sets of control measures into account. This is
because a second set of control measures can only be applied to the emissions level
remaining after the first set has had its effect. The effectiveness of a bundle is
computed as follows :

� � � � � ���
�

�
��
�

�
�� �
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3

21 111100
2171

t=

t
jlijlijlijl...ii t

e-ee--e

Its net effectiveness then amounts to :

� � localjlijliibjl PlRjBbeene �������� ,,8
... 971

8.2 The treatment of ozone

Ozone can be treated in different ways. The most ideal way would be to have exact
relationships between ozone and its precursors. If these are not available, an
approximation could be applied by using blame matrices, as was done in the
LEUVEN I model. A final possibility is to translate the targets for ozone into targets
for its precursors. In the remainder of the text, we explain the second approach. The
third approach is similar, only the constraints concerning ozone disappear and
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constraints for the precursors, analogous to the ones for the other local pollutants, are
added.
So, the approach taken in the LEUVEN II model is to use blame matrices, one for
each precursor of ozone (typically these are regional NOx regional VOC). The
coefficients of these matrices give the percentage reduction in ozone levels in a
particular region due to a 1% reduction in emissions of the corresponding precursor in
another region. The elements are denoted in the following way:

akjl : entries of the blame matrix, impact of reducing the ozone precursor l in

region k on the reduction of ozone in region j, � k, j � R, l = VOC, NOx.

The effect of a bundle b on ozone in region j is then equal to:

� �� �
� �NOxVOCl

R

k
bkbklkjl znea

, 1

So, we take the net effectiveness of a bundle b on the precursors for ozone (regional
NOx and VOC) in region k, we account for the effect of region k on region j by
multiplying with the appropriate element in the blame matrix and we sum over all
regions k to get the effect on region j.

8.3 Benefits or fines for deviating from the emission ceilings

In the model as it would be formulated at the moment, the constraints on the
achievement of the required targets will be satisfied as tightly as possible. The reason
for this is that a region has no incentive to do better than the target since
overachieving certain targets only results in a higher cost. The exception on this is
ozone, because the model takes account interactions between a certain region and the
other regions. In order to provide an incentive for the different regions to oversatisfy
some targets, we will attach a ‘reward’ to an overachievement. This reward can have a
number of causes, since an overachievement implies a cleaner environment, which in
turn can lead to smaller medical expenditures, less damage from pollution and so on.
In addition to the benefits of a cleaner environment, there is another, conceptual
reason to include rewards for overachievement in the analysis. In an extended exercise
like the Auto-Oil II Programme, in which a number of pollutants and regions are
included, there will be often an overachievement of the targets for certain pollutants in
certain regions. This might imply a bias against the use of uniform, global control
measures. The main idea is that global control measures, such as European wide
standards, tend to generate an overachievement due to their lack of flexibility.

On the other hand, it is also possible that a region or a country cannot satisfy its
targets for one or more local pollutants (recall that for ozone a region or country can
be helped out by another region). If one solves the model, this will of course result in
an infeasible solution. By introducing fines if a region or country does not satisfy its
targets, we can overcome this problem. Introducing fines means that a region or
country will balance the fine that has to be paid versus the cost of the control
measures that are necessary to achieve the target. This means that when fines are low,
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a region or country might choose not to reach its targets although it in principle could,
because the fines for underachievement are lower than the costs for reaching the
targets. This shows that the importance of setting the level of the fine. In the next
section we will introduce benefits and fines in the formal model.

Now that we have argued why it is interesting to take into account benefits of
overachievement and fines for underachievement of targets, we will now discuss more
formally what are the consequences for the LEUVEN II-model. In a first step, we need
to determine by how much a target is over- or undersatisfied. This is done by using so-
called slack variables. We define a slack variable as the absolute value of the
difference between the target and the effectiveness achieved. Hence, it is clear that we
need slack variables for the constraints on the required emission abatements for the
regions as well as for the required national emission abatement. We will denote them
in the following way.

sropj : slack variable for overachievement of regional requirement, � p � P,

� j � R,

srupj : slack variable for underachievement of regional requirement, � p � P,

� j � R,

Let us finally introduce the notation for the benefits and fines:

brpj : benefit of overachievement of a regional target, � p � P, � j � R,

frpj : fine of underachievement of a regional target, � p � P, � j � R,

8.4 The implementation problem of local measures

The LEUVEN II-model determines the mix of local and global control measures that
is most cost-effective from a European-wide point of view. In doing so, we assume
that the local authorities implement the measures that are chosen. However, a bundle
that is the most cost-effective from a European-wide perspective, is not necessarily so
for a region. This means that local authorities might have incentives to select other
local measures than the ones in the ‘optimal’ bundle. Intuitively, we can expect that
the local government will not implement sufficient local control measures because it
does not have the incentives to do so. Therefore, the optimal mix selected in the Auto
Oil Programme is only optimal in as far as the European policy maker can indeed
correct the local government behavior. If this is not so, one will tend to favor again
more the European wide, global control measures.
The same arguments could of course be made on the national level, since also
countries might have incentives not to implement the optimal bundle from a European
point of view. However, we will only discuss the case of local authorities (this means
at the level of the regions), the case for countries is very similar to this case.
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In the discussion above, it was argued that a consequence of the implementation
problem of local control measures is that this has an influence on the mix between
global and local control measures. Hence, we will use this result to introduce the
implementation problem formally into the LEUVEN II-model. More specifically, we
add a constraint that states that a certain percentage of a target needs to be achieved by
global control measures. More formally, let us introduce the following notation:

gnebjl : net effectiveness of bundle b, achieved by the global control measures in

bundle b,  for the abatement of pollutant l in region j, � b � B, � j � R, � l 

� Plocal,

glj : percentage of the required abatement of pollutant l in region j to be

achieved by global control measures, � l � Plocal, � j � C,

8.5 The formal model

The formal model can be formulated as follows:

i) Minimize total cost of introducing bundles ;
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(8.5.1)

Subject to

(ii) Achieve the required regional emissions abatement ;

RjPldsrusrozne localljljlj

B

b
bjbjl ��������

�

,
1

(8.5.2)

(iii) Achieve the required ozone abatement ;
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(8.5.3)

(iv) Choose one bundle for each region ;
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Rjz
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1
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(8.5.4)

(v) Global control measures have to be introduced throughout the EU ;
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(vi) Achieve the required share of global control measures ;

RjPldgzgne localljlj

B

b
bjbjl ������

�

,
1

(8.5.6)
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(8.5.7)

(viii) Define the variables 0/1 ;

� �z b B j Rbj � � � � �0 1, , (8.5.8)

A difficulty with this formulation is that for realistic problem dimensions, the number
of variables zbj that needs to be included in the model will be extremely large (this is
|R|*|B|, and |B| increases exponentially). For the solution approach that was used to
tackle this difficulty, we refer to Degraeve and Koopman (1998).

9. Appendix 2: Results
Table A2 contains the results of the different runs of the model. We refer to the main
text of this paper for a discussion of the results.
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